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It’s only natural to want to get to all the exciting stuff
when you finally find a photographer but taking a
closer look at your wedding photography contract is
the first essential step.
This contract is a binding agreement between you
and your photographer, so it is important to make
sure you are happy with the details before you go
ahead and sign. A contract is also there to protect
the photographer, ensuring the couple follows
through on their commitment to pay for their
services.

Let us dig in and eat, drink, and be married.

W E L C O M E

Agnes Velasquez



 Misrepresentation of Services. A photographer can make a lot of promises

Misuse of Photos. While most photographers use photos for their
portfolios, a contract ensures you know if and how your photos will be
used. When you don’t have a detailed contract in place, you can’t prove that
a photographer did NOT follow through on the agreed-upon services and
terms.

 Wedding Day Details. Make sure your contract includes the date and
location of your wedding as well as the names of the bride and groom.
Photography Package Details. Include the specific wedding photography
package you decided on as well as any other extras that were agreed upon.

You might think your wedding photography contract is something you can
simply glance over, but this is the wrong way to go about it. There is nothing
more frustrating than having certain expectations but later finding out they
were not outlined in the contract.

There are two main reasons why it is important to have a contract in place with
your wedding photographer:

and without a contract, you have no foot to stand on if they don’t deliver.

What a Wedding Photography Contract Should Include
While every contract will be slightly different, here are a few specifics you
should include in yours:

WHY YOUR WEDDING
CONTRACT MATTERS



Payment Terms. Will you be paying a deposit? And if so, what is the
percentage? Are there any non-refundable retainer fees? Make sure all
the payment terms are outlined in your contract.
Deliverables. If your photographer has agreed that your photos and
album will be available six weeks after your wedding, ensure those details
are in your contract. Other deliverables to outline are the number of
hours you’ve booked your photographer for and whether any overtime is
allowed or available as an option.
Rescheduling. There is always a chance that your photographer may
cancel or reschedule and vice versa, so make sure you know what these
parameters are.
Copyright Details and Model Release. If you think there is a chance you
might be sharing your photos with publications and websites other than
Facebook and Instagram, make sure your contract clears this. You should
also review the details of how your photographer is allowed to use your
photos and whether you’re happy with them.
Meals and Extras. Lastly, make sure you understand whether you need to
provide your photographer with a meal and if their price covers any
transport costs.

These are the most important aspects to consider when reviewing your
wedding photography contract. Once both you and your photographer have
a signed copy of your contract, you can start getting excited about all the
beautiful memories you get to capture.



A magical event with incredible amount of work into planning, it would
only make sense that you want everything captured. 

Photograpers are professionals, however it is in your best interest to
map out and discuss important and specific pictures you envisioned to
be captured and importantly, specific style. Your photographer will
surely appreciate the collaboration to avoid misunderstanding and
ensure you will be a happy with your pictures.

Check below for ideas and these are not limited to but as a guide...add
on to it and make it a fun photo session...after all, this is your moment
in the spotlight!

WEDDING SHOT
PHOTOGRAPHY GUIDE



The wedding
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to the wedding of

Katie & Matt
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GETTING READY











WITH THE BRIDAL PARTY





Mother daughter moment

Father Son moment



THE FIRST LOOK



BRIDE WALKING DOWN 

THE AISLE



VOW EXCHANGE



RING EXCHANGE





THE KISS



THE Wedding venue



THE Wedding Party



Wedding reception



guests 



the celebration



THE BEACH



TRASH THE DRESS



PERSONAL & LOVING

MOMENTS





WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR everyone!

We partnered with a luxury all-inclusive resort to guarantee that you have
top notch experience.   From luxurious spa experience, a private romantic
dinner at the beach  or enjoy a swim at an infinity pool with butler service

Complimentary Wedding & Honeymoon Packages
Each resort offers a complimentary honeymoon and wedding package
(complete with the devoted attention 

Bridal & Honeymoon Registries 
Gone are the days of asking for pots and pans and toasters. Create a
registry with gifts that really wow — like spa packages and excursions to
surrounding archeological and ecological sites. This is the event of a lifetime
— make the most of it! 

Free Anniversary Nights 
Keep the magic alive and come back for your first anniversary celebration!
Simply stay a minimum of 7-nights with your qualifying wedding or
honeymoon package and earn complimentary nights toward a return stay
over your first anniversary
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